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This case study describes a US Department of Defense (DoD) weapon system development
effort and compares the current way of developing software systems to the product line
approach. The report describes a product line business case acquisition context, alternative
development paths, and a comparison of their merits. While the report “sanitizes” the actual
organization and product line, it typifies the process of building a product line business case.
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Software product lines1 represent a significant business opportunity. Rather than build each
product in stand-alone fashion, organizations use common assets to build related systems or
sets of systems. This practice can yield quantifiable improvements in productivity, time to
market, product quality, and customer satisfaction [Clements 00].
Before an organization moves to a product line approach for acquiring or developing
software, it must address a number of key issues:
1.

What constitutes the scope of the product line?

2.

What similar products are available?

3.

How many systems in the product line are likely to be fielded? Over what time period?

4.

What are the costs involved in developing or mining assets?

5.

What are the costs involved in producing systems in the product line?

6.

What are the benefits of taking a product line approach? What are the risks?

7.

How will the organization measure progress and success of the product line approach?

The answers to these questions will help management decide whether to launch a product
line. An effective business case must demonstrate that the investment is financially sound,
that it is aligned with business strategies, that it can be implemented within acceptable time
and cost parameters, and that it will provide the benefits intended.
This report describes a business case undertaken by a US Department of Defense (DoD)
acquisition organization. Section 1 presents the organizational context. Section 2 provides
the steps followed in building the business case. Section 3 describes lessons learned.
To maintain anonymity, this report refers to the DoD organization as the “SPO.”

1

A software product line is a set of software-intensive systems sharing a common,
managed set of features that satisfy the specific needs of a particular market segment or
mission and that are developed from a common set of core assets in a prescribed way
[Clements 00].
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The SPO currently supports a number of related weapons systems that may be grouped
together as a DoD product line. The systems in the DoD product line (System A, System B
with its variants B1 and B2, and System C) all deliver roughly the same capability to users.
They differ, however, in major ways:
•

The systems’ platforms evolved from previous weapons systems. Each legacy system has
maintained its heritage computing environment while evolving to deliver roughly the
same functionality.

•

The number of features varies among the systems. System A provides the most features.
System B1’s features are a proper subset of System A’s. System B2 includes all of
System B1 along with some features not in A. There are also other variants in planning:
System C will be derived from System B2.

•

The number and types of external interfaces vary among the systems. The systems work
with a wide range of peripherals, including special purpose processors, communications
equipment, and other weapons systems. For the most part, all systems in the DoD product
line share interfaces, though System A and variants of System B have different
implementations of those interfaces.

•

The current architecture for System A is unique. The variants of System B share a
common architecture and the planned System C will likely evolve from the architecture
of System B. The common architecture may diverge as future systems evolve. Software
code is not shared between System A and the variants of System B, even software that
supports interfaces to the same equipment.

•

Separate development organizations are responsible for each system.

•

Users are familiar with the characteristics of existing Systems A, B1, and B2. The SPO
wishes to continue these as separate systems, maintaining existing user interfaces for the
next generation to avoid retraining.

Before generating new systems or new versions of existing systems, the SPO evaluated
several different strategies:
•

Use current methods of developing or acquiring systems to add capabilities.

•

Redesign current systems, retaining separate architectures and maintenance requirements.

•

Migrate all systems to a common architecture, retaining unique developers. Under this
approach, it may be possible to share some implemented changes.

•

Build a product line around a common architecture and systematic reuse of components.
Use product line assets to develop new versions of Systems A, B, and C, as well as all
future systems in the DoD product line. Assign one or more developers to generate assets
and field individual DoD product line systems.

2
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The SPO faced rising costs and anticipated the obsolescence of computing platforms for its
legacy systems. Rather than maintain separate development programs, the SPO saw that, in
general, a product line approach could help it
•

Reduce costs.

•

Increase reliability.

•

Simplify and speed the integration of new interfaces.

However, the SPO also recognized that there were risks involved in changing its current way
of working. To assess these risks, as well as the relative costs and benefits, the SPO
developed a business case. It compared the SPO’s current production method to alternative
product line strategies.
The SPO established the business case around the five phases described by Humphrey
[Humphrey 00]:
1.

Establish a product line context. The business case team listed assumptions (market
conditions, organizational goals, etc.), developed alternative approaches, and compared
those approaches.

2.

Estimate the likely costs and analyze potential risks for all alternatives.

3.

Estimate the likely benefits contrasted with current business practice.

4.

Develop a proposal for proceeding.

5.

Close the deal. Make final adjustments and proceed to development.

Section 2 covers each of these five phases.
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The product line approach must maintain the current high standards of system performance,
while reducing the acquisition cycle. However, the conversion to a product line approach
takes time, so its benefits may not be apparent, or available, immediately. Given this
understanding and the SPO’s desire to achieve goals quickly, the business case team
examined the current acquisition approach and alternative product line strategies. At the
same time, the business case team worked with other teams already looking at product line
scope and goals.
A business case operates under a set of assumptions. To develop these assumptions, the team
determined the scope of the product line, analyzed possible future products, and reviewed
organizational goals.
The product line scope covers a set of services (or features) that address product line
requirements, the systems themselves, and interfaces to other systems that must be
supported. In this instance, the SPO determined that it will field three systems (Systems A,
B, and C) in the product line over the next five years. In addition, the SPO will acquire two
variants of System B, namely B1 and B2.
The following table describes the product line scope by summarizing the systems and their
respective capabilities. Even though the product line scope only reflects a high-level
estimate, it is sufficient for building the business case.
Table 1:

Future Product Line Products

System Version

System Capabilities and Feature Coverage

System A

Full set of interfaces; 80% of all features within product line scope

System B, variant
1 (B1)

80% of interfaces; 60% of all features within product line scope

System B, variant
2 (B2)

Same interfaces as System B, variant 1; all features of System B,
variant 1, plus features within product line scope not in System A

System C

40% of interfaces; scaled back version of System B, variant 2

4
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Another way to scope the product line is to examine interface and feature coverage in each
system. Table 2 shows that all systems contain a basic set of interfaces, while Systems A and
both B variants include support for additional interfaces. Similarly, all systems share a set of
basic features, as shown in Figure 2. Some systems also contain extensions. Again, the
estimates of 100% coverage are only for establishing upper limits in the business case.

Basic I/F

System B2

System B1

System C

Basic I/F
System A

100
80
60
40
20
0

System A extensions
System B extensions

Figure 1: Coverage of Interfaces for Each System in Product Line

Basic Features
System A extensions
System C

System B2

System B1

Basic Features
System A

100
80
60
40
20
0

System B1 extensions
System B2 extensions

Figure 2: Coverage of Features for Each System in Product Line
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The SPO established three goals for its product line approach:
1.

Develop a core software asset base. It must address interfaces and features in terms of
requirements, architecture, and components. It must also include a production plan to
generate actual product line systems.

2.

Develop an efficient system integration capability. The current approach requires too
much rework in order to integrate new interfaces or features.

3.

Develop a product line architecture that enables the SPO to add or change functionality
with minimal impact to current user interfaces.

The SPO also developed lower-level objectives to measure the product line goals and to set
time tables. For example, within one year, there must be a sufficiently rich asset base to
construct a working sub-system prototype.
Based on these assumptions, the business case team then identified potential development
scenarios (assets and products) and alternative product line strategies [Bergey 01]. These
efforts helped assure higher management that all options were being considered and that a
single strategic reuse decision would not be forced on them. These efforts also gave
management insight into any proposed changes in terms of customer impact, costs, benefits,
and time for implementation. The business case team ranked the alternative product line
strategies by potential risks, benefits, and investment required.
Table 2 lists the alternative product line strategies.

6
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Table 2:

Candidate Alternative Courses of Action

Candidate Courses of Action (COA)
ID

Descriptive NAME

Contractual Approach

COA
#1

PRE-QUALIFY multiple

Competitive award of 2 or 3 task order contracts to multiple
offerors to collaborate in product line and product development
(i.e., an avionics software system) in accordance with preestablished source selection criteria.

contractors awarded
contracts and collaborate in
effort

COA
# 2A

SOLE SOURCE
to ACON: System A
software contractor

COA
# 2B

SOLE SOURCE

Sole source award of a single task order contract to one of the
incumbent software contractors to develop a software product line
and a baseline product. These two mutually exclusive choices are
explored to consider the impact of one legacy software contractor
being selected over another.

to BCON: System B
software contractor

COA
#3

FLY-OFF
resulting in award of single
contract to best-value
performer

COA
#4

OPEN Acquisition
single contract award

Competitive award of two or three short term contracts. Have
selected offerors compete in a “fly-off” development effort leading
to the award of a single task-order contract to the offeror
demonstrating “best value” performance.
Competitive award of a single task order development contract to
the offeror1 submitting the “best value” proposal.

 (VWLPDWHWKH/LNHO\&RVWVDQG$QDO\]H3RWHQWLDO5LVNVIRU$OO
$OWHUQDWLYHV
The organization analyzed the cost categories for funding four systems over the next five
years. The costs were expressed as either start-up or steady state. Start-up costs included
planning and analysis, as well as infrastructure and core asset development. Steady-state
costs included product development, sustainment, and evolution costs.
Figure 3 shows the complete breakdown of costs from product line initiation to
implementation.

1

It is an offeror’s prerogative to represent a single contractor or a contractor team.
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MANAGEMENT
Product Line
Planning
and
Analysis
Planning
- market analysis
- business case
- acquisition
strategy
- funding plan
- organizational
structure
Analysis
- domain analysis
- product scope
- conceptual
architecture
- product line
environment and
operations

Initial
Product Line
Capability

Product Line
Development
Infrastructure
Development
- production
environment
- practices
- tools
- processses
- procedures

Core Asset
Development
- product line
architecture
- reusable s/w
components
- mining and
converting
legacy assets
- developing
other assets
- production plan

Start-Up Phase

MANAGEMENT
Product Line
Sustainment
and Evolution

Product
Development
Sustainment
and Evolution

Infrastructure
Sustainment
and
Evolution

Product
Development

Core Asset
Sustainment
and
Evolution

Project/
Product
Support

Training

*

System
A

Product
Development

System
B

Product
Development

System
C

* Includes developing
product-specific
assets

Steady-State Phase

Figure 3: Breakdown of Costs to Field the DoD Product Line
Based on the initial scope of the product line, the business case team estimated and compared
likely costs of each alternative product line strategy. Figure 4 shows cumulative cost
estimates for four successive projects, with and without product line scenarios. Weiss
describes the assumptions, methods, and rationale behind the estimation process [Weiss 99].
Without core assets, the expense of producing each successive project accumulates based on
the cost of development from scratch, or with minimal reuse. The following conclusions can
be drawn for the DoD product line shown in Figure 4.
•

There is an initial cost to develop assets and move to a product line approach. It included
the cost of training, incentives, and tool development or procurement, as well as the
actual cost to develop assets. Start-up costs were estimated at $23 million based on
- historical data on hours/source lines of code
- using lines of code delivered in legacy systems to predict size of asset base
- development of first target system included in start-up
- 10% investment in process improvement added to other development costs

8
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•

With each successive project, cumulative asset costs increase due to improvements in the
assets or due to the effort in developing new assets. These are considered sustainment
costs. The total sustainment cost was developed by adding 5% to the baseline cost for
each successive application of the assets.
Product Line
Cumulative
Costs
• Production
with assets

Effort (in $ Million)
35
30

• Asset

25

Sustainment

20

System C

15

System B2
System A

10

System B1

5
0

Cumulative
System
B1

System
A

System
B2

System
C

Costs without
Assets

Based on: Weiss, et.al. Software Product Line Engineering

Figure 4: Product Line Versus Conventional Development Costs
The business case team estimated cumulative costs of a product line approach at $36 million.
This figure included startup and asset development and sustainment costs for all four
projects. It did not consider the net present value of the up-front investment.
•

asset baseline costs: $23M (includes costs for training)

•

asset sustainment costs for developing 4 systems: $4M (5% of baseline cost per
system)

•

product development costs: $3M per system after initial system (for a total of $9M)

By comparison, the cost of developing the four systems independently was estimated at $38
million. This figure was based on the total lines of code produced or modified times cost per
line for new versions of the legacy systems.
These figures showed that the business case for a product line approach could not be made on
cost savings alone. The relatively low costs for new versions of Systems B1, B2, and C

CMU/SEI-2001-TN-020
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cancel out the much higher cost of System A. A cost-driven business case would require
another new version of System A to prove the value of the product line approach.
As an alternative, the business case team considered phasing in product line assets, rather
than incurring the total asset development cost up-front. This would lower start-up cost, but
increase asset sustainment and further asset production costs. The phase-in approach was
considered too risky. There was insufficient assurance that the asset base would grow to meet
the demand.
Development and sustainment costs represent obvious ways to measure the worth of the
product line approach. However, there are others. Once new versions of the legacy systems
are fielded, each must be separately maintained. Over the next five years, systems B2 and C
will add interfaces not present in earlier releases of Systems A and B1. Maintenance of A and
B1 must include these interfaces.
Under the current development method, the SPO needed to contract with multiple
organizations to deploy interfaces across each platform. Under the product line approach,
common interfaces would be developed from the start. Therefore, the business case team
compared long-term maintenance costs to make its case and achieve the SPO’s goal of an
efficient system integration capability. The team found the following:
•

Maintenance for the four systems developed under the current method will cost $38
million.

•

Under the product line approach, the cost of maintenance will build by $13 million per
system over the same period.

•

By the end of the four-year maintenance cycle, the product line approach will save the
SPO $25 million.

In short, the maintenance argument would justify the initial product line investment, if all
systems are maintained for four years after initial deployment.
 (VWLPDWHWKH/LNHO\%HQHILWVDQG&RQWUDVW:LWK&XUUHQW
%XVLQHVV3UDFWLFH
Having identified cost components of the product line approach, the business case team next
considered courses of action (COAs) and strategies. It analyzed organizational drivers such as
the ability to leverage legacy software, responsibility for end product, schedule constraints,
etc. Then it compared each driver to the product line strategies, listed in Table 2, and rated
according to risk. The labels of Table 3, “R,” “Y,” and “G,” represent varying degrees of risk
from High (“R”) to Low (“G”) given each strategy and driver.

10
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1. Contractor(s) will have access to all
legacy software.

COA
#2-A

CON

COA
#2-B

OPEN Acquisition

COA
#1

CON

B

FLY-OFF

Business/Acquisition Drivers

A

SOLE SOURCE

Summary of Impact of Acquisition/Business Drivers on Candidate COAs

PRE-QUALIFY

Table 3:

COA
#3

COA
#4

Y

R

G

R

R

Y

G

Y

G

Y

G

R

R

Y

Y

4. Contractor(s) will be totally
responsible for avionics software
performance.

R

G

G

G

G

5. Acquisition approach will be
compatible with schedule constraints.

Y

G

G

Y

Y

6. SPO can acquire government-use
data rights for all product line assets.

G

G

Y

G

G

7. Acquisition approach will reduce risk
of acquiring a product line capability.

Y

Y

G

G

Y

8. Likelihood of being able to avoid a
protest that could impact acquisition
schedule

G

R

R

G

G

N/A

Y

G

N/A

N/A

2. Contractor(s) will have relevant
expertise be able to leverage GFI
(ACON) software.
3. Acquisition approach will have
potential to involve both legacy
system contractors.

9. SPO’s perception of the affordability of
approach (based on historical cost
data)

While these benefits are clearly less tangible than absolute cost, they will affect the sponsor’s
ability to acquire future systems quickly, efficiently, and affordably.
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The business case demonstrated the value of a product line approach in which systems share
a common architecture and are built from components. Figure 5 shows an overview of this
approach, one that is common to many product line endeavors. Depending on circumstances,
the SPO may use multiple contractors to acquire the architecture and components. In each
case, the SPO would use a Product Line Concept of Operations1 to capture the details of its
strategy.

Support

Common DoD
mission

System C
System B
System A

satisfied by
Share
An architecture
used to structure

Potential product
line systems

Built from
Components

Figure 5: Vision for Product Line
 &ORVHWKH'HDO0DNH)LQDO$GMXVWPHQWVDQG3URFHHGWR
'HYHORSPHQW
The business case study group recommended that the SPO invest in product line acquisition
using integrated product teams (IPTs). Specifically, the group suggested that the SPO follow
these six steps:
1.

Under existing contracts, the SPO should task the legacy contractors to work jointly to
define a conceptual architecture for the software product line and develop a
requirements specification for a common DoD product line.

2.

In parallel with Task 1, the SPO should create a Product Line/Architecture IPT. It should
define the product scope, generate the conceptual architecture, develop the requirements
specification, and gather the documents to be provided as government-funded
information (GFI).

3.

The Product Line/Architecture IPT should use the deliverables produced under Tasks 1
and 2 to develop a comprehensive specification. This will reduce the risk of having to

1

12

A Concept of Operations (CONOPS) document defines the organization’s product line approach.
The CONOPS guides the organization as it plans and executes the process of fielding a product
line, from product line scoping, through architecture, component development, and product
development [Cohen 99].
CMU/SEI-2001-TN-020

amend the request for proposal (RFP) and enhance the likelihood of acquiring a higher
quality product.
4.

In parallel with the preceding tasks, an Acquisition IPT should develop and execute a
competitive procurement plan. The group should refine the acquisition strategy, describe
the acquisition tasks, and develop a detailed schedule with measurable milestones. (This
will help the SPO to stay focused, to meet its RFP schedule, and to achieve the
organization’s overall acquisition goals and objectives.)

5.

The Acquisition IPT should integrate the enhanced work products developed by the
Product line/Architecture IPT into the RFP, complete RFP sections for requirements and
selection criteria, and develop a source selection plan. (This will enable the contracting
officer to begin the formal solicitation.)

6.

A Source Selection Team should evaluate the offerors’ proposals according to the plan
developed in Task 5. The Team should award a single contract to develop a product line
capability and common architecture. The contract will also require the contractor to
follow the production plan and deliver a new version of System A. (This will complete
the award phase. At this point, the contract administration and performance phase will
begin.) Having both a rigorous acquisition plan and a judicious source selection plan
will reduce the risk of an offeror filing a bona fide protest.

CMU/SEI-2001-TN-020
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The business case included a set of recommendations and cost/benefit analyses. They helped
the SPO to determine the merits of a product line approach, based on the following
considerations:

GOAL 1: Reduction in costs
The case for the product line cannot be made on direct development costs alone. Over the
next five years, total costs for developing the product line assets and the initial set of product
line systems will not be substantially lower than that for developing stand-alone systems.
However when combined with product line sustainment costs over eight or more years, the
product line approach will provide substantial savings, based on its ability to share interfaces
among various products.

GOAL 2: Increased reliability
The business case team developed acquisition options to promote competition and to increase
the SPO’s ability to measure and to compare product quality. This approach should yield a
more reliable set of systems than the current sole contractor approach. In addition, sustaining
a common set of assets has shown to reduce defects and improve overall system performance.

GOAL 3: Ease in the integration of new interfaces
The common product line architecture was specifically addressed to meet this goal.
 /HVVRQV/HDUQHG
1. Establish an Integrated Product Team (IPT) to develop the business case.
2.

Include technical, marketing, and acquisition representatives on the IPT.

3.

Allow a time frame of four to six weeks to gather the information, develop and compare
alternative strategies, and actually write the business case. (This period can be greatly
shortened if the organization routinely maintains cost and effort data from completed
projects and other business cases.)

4.

Capture and make available accurate historical data to support the business case process.

14
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